Competition saturation transfer difference experiments improved with isotope editing and filtering schemes in NMR-based screening.
Competition binding experiments are used in NMR-based screenings to match up to the binding site with that of a known ligand and to determine the strength of the interaction, thus providing a ranking of hits according to receptor affinity. These competition titration experiments must use a reference ligand for which the binding site on the receptor and the affinity of the interaction is known. These experiments rely on the observation of separate signals of the reference and hit compounds, which is very often hampered by signal overlap. Here, we present a combination of isotope editing and filtering schemes with saturation transfer difference (STD) experiments that allows the separation of the STD signals of the labeled reference ligand from that of the natural abundance hit compound even in the case of severe signal overlap. Thus, the measurement of well-defined titration curves in competition STD titration experiments is feasible and allows the quantitative determination of binding constants. Note that the method requires the availability of the reference ligand in an NMR-active, stable-isotope-labeled form.